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Introduction
Adult Video Access is a super sized archive of pure pornographic filth that will make even a seasoned
pervert's jaw and pants drop.  There's over 1000 full length porn DVDs that are online and waiting for
you to jerk off to.  Not sure about what kind of smut you're in the mood for?  That's not a problem,
because there's porn here to suit everyone's taste buds!

Adult Review
With a name like Adult Video Access you should realize right away that you're signing up for a generic hardcore smut site,
which isn't necessarily a bad thing.  With over 1000 full length porn DVDs currently online to choose from, you can spends
literally months surfing through all this adult site has to offer and still not see it all.  Even though nothing is exclusive, the
sheer breadth and depth of this massive XXX library is enough to make you break out in a horny sweat.
  
  There are loads of different ways for you to get a taste of what Adult Video Access offers its members.  With several
different short term trial memberships, you'll be able to access a subset of the full porn library and try out the search features
and overall functionality.  But if the tour is enough to get your motor running and you're convinced you'll spend lots of time
here, then treat yourself to the platinum level selection since that by far gives you the most porn for your hard earned buck.
  
  One of the coolest features of Adult Video Access is its exclusive movie presentation interface that allows you to download
only the best portions of each scene.  All of the DVDs have been split up, and downloads are available in WMV format in
resolutions up to 640 x 480.  But each scene has been further split into different start/stop points that allows you to skip ahead
to only the gooey facial or right to your favorite hardcore sex position! 
   
  No DRM is used, so whatever you download is yours to keep for as long you don't delete it.  Adult Video Access claims to
update itself every day according to the countdown clock on the main members page, but it's been stuck at the same number
for quite some time now so it shouldn't be trusted.  In fact, if you sort the DVDs by date, you'll see the last upload is
timestamped as being from September 2008.  
  
  But even with nothing new being added, there's still so much porn to go through that Adult Video Access is well worth a
look.   Anything new will just be cream added to the hardcore crop!

Porn Summary
Whatever kind of hardcore smut you're into, you'll find it all at Adult Video Access.  And if you start watching a XXX DVD
that you don't like, just stop it and move on to another!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A Huge Adult  Video Access DVD Download Site'
Quality: 82  Updates: 78 Exclusive: 70 Interface: 79
Support: 60 Unique: 78    Taste: 78        Final: 77

Porn Sites Included
Black Lesbian Divas (78) ,Fresh Foxes (78) ,Gangbang Booty (77) ,POV Lust (77) ,Mother Fucking Whores (76) ,Big Ass
Busters (75) ,Anal Hitters (75) ,Filthy Latin Whores (74) ,Producer Pass (Preview) ,Bang My Big Tits (Preview) 
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.97 Preview: 3 Days for $3.97 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Pay By Phone,
Other

Video & Picture: Never Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 4,192
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